In tern atio n al C o m petitio n o f Band C o m po sitio n – 2016/2017 E d i tio n –

– 1st Prize – €3.000,00 recording and placement within the CD in honor of St. John XXIII of the “Saints” series produced by BAM record label, printing of the score (and its individual parts) and 3 performances within the year 2018.

– 2nd Prize – €2.000,00 recording and placement within the CD in honor of St. John XXIII of the “Saints” series produced by BAM record label, printing of the score (and its individual parts) and 2 performances within the year 2018.

– 3rd Prize – €1.000,00 recording and placement within the CD in honor of St. John XXIII of the “Saints” series produced by BAM record label, printing of the score (and its individual parts) and 1 performance within the year 2018.

– Popular Jury Special Prize – €1.000,00 recording and placement within the CD in honor of St. John XXIII of the “Saints” series produced by BAM record label, printing of the score (and its individual parts) and 1 performance within the year 2018.

Complete Competition Notice on: www.bam-music.org/contests

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION OF BAND COMPOSITION

– 2016/2017 EDITION –

SAINTS John XXIII